
How To Use And Maintain The Octagonal Barrel Seasoning
Machine?

  After working for a period of time, depending on the required seasoning materials, stir
evenly and meet the requirements, turn off the octagonal barrel seasoning machine.
Push the lever at the back of the octagonal barrel seasoning machine to pull the barrel
forward and pour out the material. 

With the continuous improvement of daily life, the use of star anise seasoning machine is
increasing. So the use and maintenance are also very heavy during the process of use. Below,
Shandong Loyal will explain to you the use and method of star anise seasoning machine.

 

1. Do a detailed inspection before starting up to see if the fastening parts are loose. Check
whether the power cord is damaged. Whether there is any foreign matter in the barrel. Check
whether the used voltage meets the requirements.

2. Turn on the octagonal barrel seasoning machine after putting the machine stable. After the
industrial octagonal barrel seasoning machine runs safely for one minute, shut down and put in
the required mixed seasoning ingredients.
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3. After working for a period of time, depending on the required seasoning materials, stir evenly
and meet the requirements, turn off the octagonal barrel seasoning machine. Push the lever at
the back of the octagonal barrel seasoning machine to pull the barrel forward and pour out the
material.

 

Maintenance

1. When the industrial octagonal barrel seasoning equipment is running slowly or weak, please
check the tightness of the V-belt.

2. After the octagonal barrel seasoning equipment has been used for a period of time, please
check the bolts of the fasteners. If they are loose, please tighten them.

3. The bearings of this big capacity octagonal barrel seasoning machine have been used for 6
months, please add new lubricant.

4. The machine must be grounded!
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